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this site is dedicated to the history and people of eirik the red. i'll
post as much information as i can find about eirik, and the vikings
of his time. i'll also be posting some of my own work about him. it
is common in english-speaking produced movies and tv shows.
generally the characters speak english but it's implied they are
still speaking their native tongue. sometimes a scene is spoken in
the arcaic languages:the vikings speak old norse, the language of
the vikings (the dialogues were provided by erika sigurdson). they
also use some words from swedish and danish when it's just
backgroud. it happens mostly when speaking with foreign
characters, such as characters from england: they speak in old
norse and we see subtitles. this is to show the english characters
can't understand them but also to give the show
authenticity.where it gets confusing to some viewers is that the
english characters are often speaking old english when among the
vikings, which can sound very similar to old norse (english
changed dramatically later while scandinavian languages changed
to a lesser extent). dialogues in oe were written by kate wiles of
leeds uni. that may seem confusing but it is probably what really
happened: different people talking similar languages managed to
understand each other (when they chose not to beat each other
up). edit vikings is an international irish/canadian co-production by
tm productions and take 5 productions. mgm television serves as
the worldwide distributor outside of ireland and canada. vikings is
produced in association with corus entertainment.
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vikings english subtitles for seasons 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 & season 6 can
be downloaded from wtfdetective.com with one click. vikings

season 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 subtitles arabic, thai, danish, dutch,
swedish, spanish, indonesian, norwegian, chinese, polish, russian,
french versions also available to download. the long awaited dvd
and blu-ray edition from warner bros. home entertainment and

hbo/cinemax completes the saga with a look at how the future will
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unfold for the characters.called vikings: season 6 vol. 2, the set
features all the episodes from the final season, plus all-new

special features to explore along with extended international
versions of the episodes. in season six, ubbe (jordan patrick

smith), and torvi (georgia hirst) travel to iceland to uncover the
mystery circling floki's (gustaf skarsgrd) disappearance and

hvitserk (marco ils) pursues his personal vendetta against ivar.
the saga continues the exploits of chieftain ragnar lothbrok (travis
fimmel) and his crew while exploring bjorns reign over kattegat,
ivars adventures in rus and wessex, and ubbes expeditions to

iceland and north america. in petersburg, alaska, the inhabitants
celebrate their norwegian heritage with great enthusiasm.by the

use of old symbols and artefacts, and the annual little norway
festival, an abstract relationship with the old country is

constituted.for some, being norwegian plays a vital role in the
making of identity, even though the bloodline is getting washed

out and the first-hand connection with norway is limited.the strive
for belonging and peoples need to feel special are fundamental

subjects in this film, as we follow vikings and valkyries, leikarring
dancers, rosemalers and other inhabitants 5ec8ef588b
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